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Abstract
The scale-sensitive fractal analysis (SSFA) of dental microwear textures is traditionally per-formed using the software Toothfrax. SSFA has been recently integrated to the softwareMountainsMap® as an optional module. Meanwhile, Toothfrax support has ended. Beforeswitching to the newmodule, the outputs between the two software packages must be com-pared for consistency. We have performed such a test using Bayesian modelling on threedatasets including dental surfaces of sheep (Merceron, Ramdarshan, et al., 2016) and guineapigs (Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, Cuyper, et al., 2019) from controlled feeding experi-ments, as well as surfaces of quartzite and flint flakes used in an actualistic archeologicalexperiment on cleaning procedures (Pedergnana, Calandra, Bob, et al., 2020). We found thatthe two software packages calculate significantly different values for the SSFA parametersepLsar, Asfc, HAsfc9 and R2, even when the same settings are used. Nevertheless, the treat-ments (different diets or cleaning procedures) are discriminated similarly within each dataset.While the new software module is as good as the original software to differentiate treat-ments, our results imply that the outputs from the two software packages are not directlycomparable and, as such, cannot be merged. Surface texture analysts should therefore con-sider re-analyzing published surfaces before integrating them in their studies.
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1. Introduction 

The scale-sensitive fractal analysis (SSFA) is a method originally developed for the quantification of 
wear in industrial and engineering applications (e.g. Brown et al., 1993; Brown, 2000). A surface is rougher 
at finer scales than at larger ones, and SSFA investigates such changes across scales that are relevant for 
functional assessments. Since its first applications on primate teeth for dietary reconstructions (Ungar et 
al., 2003; Scott et al., 2005), SSFA has become an essential tool for biologists, paleontologists, 
zooarchaeologists and anthropologists as part of the dental microwear texture analysis (DMTA) (Ungar, 
2015; DeSantis, 2016; Calandra & Merceron, 2016; Green & Croft, 2018; Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, et al., 2020). 
DMTA quantifies the micro-topography on tooth surfaces resulting from abrasion, attrition and erosion 
due to the contact with food items and other abrasive particles such as dust or grit during comminution 
(Hara et al., 2016, 2021; Ranjitkar et al., 2017; Krueger et al., 2021). This method is therefore commonly 
applied to infer diets of extant and fossil vertebrates (Ungar & Evans, 2016; Ungar & Zhou, 2017) and to 
reconstruct paleo-environments (e.g. Ungar et al., 2012; Merceron, Novello, et al., 2016; Berlioz et al., 
2018; Blondel et al., 2018; Ungar et al., 2020). SSFA has also been applied by archeologists to quantify the 
wear produced on stone and bone tools by different uses (Stemp et al., 2009, 2018; Lesnik, 2011; Stemp & 
Chung, 2011; Key et al., 2015; Watson & Gleason, 2016; Pedergnana, Calandra, Evans, et al., 2020; 
Pedergnana, Calandra, Bob, et al., 2020), although its application is less generalized than in 
biology/paleontology (Calandra, Pedergnana, et al., 2019). 

Originally, the SSFA for DMTA has been performed with a custom-made software called Toothfrax, in 
combination with Sfrax, developed by SurFract Corp (Worcester, MA) (see details in Scott et al., 2006). It 
computes five parameters: area-scale fractal complexity (Asfc, referred to as "complexity"), scale of 
maximum complexity (Smc), length-scale anisotropy of relief (epLsar, "anisotropy"), heterogeneity of area-
scale fractal complexity (HAsfc, "heterogeneity"), and textural fill volume (Tfv). Only Tfv is calculated in the 
software Sfrax; the other four parameters are computed with the software Toothfrax. Some recent studies 
have focused only on complexity and anisotropy because these parameters seem to be the most 
discriminant ones to reconstruct diets (e.g. Kubo et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2019; Arman et al., 2019; 
Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, & Tütken, 2019; Ackermans et al., 2020; Ungar et al., 2020). However, 
analyses of incisor microtextures have found that Tfv is an important parameter related to anterior tooth 
loading and tooth use (Krueger & Ungar, 2010; Krueger, 2015; Delezene et al., 2016; Krueger et al., 2017, 
2019; see also Caporale & Ungar, 2016 on rodents).  

Many manufacturers of 3D profilometers and confocal microscopes use the MountainsMap® software 
solution by Digital Surf (Besançon, France) as a software platform for their instruments. They also adjust 
the modularized MountainsMap® software for their requirements, resulting for example in ConfoMap by 
Carl Zeiss Microscopy (Jena, Germany), LeicaMap by Leica Microsystems (Wetzlar, Germany), SensoMAP 
by Sensofar (Barcelona, Spain) and µsoft analysis by Nanofocus (Oberhausen, Germany). This makes 
MountainsMap® software solution the most used software package to prepare and process the raw 3D 
surface data before conducting any further quantitative analysis.  

The MountainsMap® software allows the calculation of other parameters according to 3D surface 
texture analysis using standardized ISO parameters and further analyses (STA or 3DST according to Schulz 
et al., 2010; Calandra et al., 2012). This analysis has been applied to teeth of various vertebrates (e.g. 
Purnell et al., 2012, 2013, 2017; Gill et al., 2014; Winkler et al., 2016; Calandra et al., 2016; Kubo et al., 
2017; Yamada et al., 2018; Schulz‐Kornas et al., 2019; Stuhlträger et al., 2019; Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, 
Kaiser, Cuyper, et al., 2019; Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, & Tütken, 2019; Aiba et al., 2019; Bestwick et 
al., 2019; Bethune et al., 2019), but also to lithic (e.g. Werner, 2018; Caux et al., 2018; Galland et al., 2019; 
Macdonald et al., 2019; Ibáñez et al., 2019; Pedergnana, Calandra, Evans, et al., 2020; Pedergnana, 
Calandra, Bob, et al., 2020; see also Rosso et al., 2017 for an application on ochre) and bone (e.g. Martisius 
et al., 2018, 2020; Turcotte et al., 2020) surfaces. 

Digital Surf implemented the SSFA as new optional module for their MountainsMap® software, first 
released in 2018 in the MountainsMap® software version 7.4.8676. It is now possible in the 
MountainsMap® software to calculate different types of DMTA, e.g. SSFA and 3DST, in a single, optimized 
software with templates for automation. 
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Three differences between the original Toothfrax software and MountainsMap’s SSFA module are 
noteworthy, though. First, in the SSFA module, the Smc parameter has been renamed to Smfc (scale of 
maximum fractal complexity) to differentiate it from the ISO 25178 Smc parameter (inverse areal material 
ratio of the scale-limited surface); we follow this terminology here. Second, the Tfv parameter is not 
available in the SSFA module, even in the latest release of MountainsMap® (v. 9.2.10170), although it will 
probably be released with a future update. Third, starting with MountainsMap® version 8, a new anisotropy 
parameter called NewEpLsar is available, alongside the original one. This new parameter is meant to 
correct a mistake in the code of Toothfrax (see section 4.3 below). 

The majority of the published data were calculated with the software packages Sfrax and Toothfrax, 
and this remains true for many recent studies (e.g. Berlioz et al., 2017, 2018; Percher et al., 2018; Ungar & 
Berger, 2018; Smith & DeSantis, 2018, 2020; Merceron et al., 2018, 2021; Hofman-Kamińska et al., 2018; 
Tanis et al., 2018; Schmidt et al., 2019; Sewell et al., 2019; Arman et al., 2019; DeSantis et al., 2019, 2020; 
Stynder et al., 2019; Catz et al., 2020; Ungar et al., 2020; Robinet et al., 2020). Others have already moved 
to MountainsMap’s SSFA module (e.g. Böhm et al., 2019; Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, & Tütken, 2019; 
Ackermans et al., 2020; Prassack et al., 2020; Schulz-Kornas, Winkler, et al., 2020; Winkler, Tütken, et al., 
2020; Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, et al., 2020; Ungar et al., 2021). Sfrax and Toothfrax are not supported 
anymore; hence, the move to the new SSFA module is inevitable. This raises the question of whether the 
new module produces results that are identical to the ones from the original software, given identical 
contexts and configurations. In other words, can the output from the new SSFA module be directly 
compared to the published output of the Toothfrax software? Should this not be the case, are the results 
at least close enough, so that the functional interpretations (e.g. animal diet or tool use) remain? And how 
does the new anisotropy parameter (NewEpLsar) perform and compare to the original one? 

Four years after the first release of MountainsMap’s SSFA module, we believe it is now time to take a 
step back and address these questions. In this paper, we compare the outputs from the two software 
packages on three published datasets of experimental sheep teeth (Merceron, Ramdarshan, et al., 2016), 
guinea pig teeth (Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, Cuyper, et al., 2019) and lithic flakes (Pedergnana, 
Calandra, Bob, et al., 2020). These datasets cover a range of biological and archeological applications on 
different materials (enamel, flint and quartzite) and at different sizes (guinea pig and sheep teeth, and lithic 
flakes). Additionally, the data were acquired using three types of confocal microscopes (programmable 
array scanning, disc-scanning, and laser-scanning confocal microscopes; Artigas, 2011), with objectives 
having different magnifications and numerical apertures (100×/NA=0.90, 100×/NA=0.80 and 
50×/NA=0.95), and at different pixel sizes (from 0.0852 to 0.16 µm). Therefore, the conclusions should be 
relevant to many applications in various scientific as well as industrial user communities beyond the ones 
shown here as examples. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Material 
This section gives brief summaries for the three published datasets analyzed here (Table 1). We refer 

the reader to the original publications for details. Raw data for the present analysis can be freely accessed 
on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855; see also section 2.2.3 below). 

2.1.1. Sheep dataset 
This dataset has been collected and analyzed by Merceron, Ramdarshan, et al. (2016). It contains data 

on a feeding experiment on 40 ewes (Ovis aries) fed four different diets for about 11 weeks: clover, grass, 
clover + dust, and grass + dust (10 ewes per diet). 

The disto-labial enamel band of the protoconid of one of the lower second molars was molded using a 
polyvinylsiloxane elastomer. The molds were then scanned with a Leica DCM8 confocal profilometer (Leica 
Microsystems; see Table 1 for details on acquisition settings). Among other pre-processing steps (Table 1), 
abnormal peaks were automatically erased with a batch algorithm computed on IMAGEJ software based 
on mathematical morphological tools (this procedure can now be applied in MountainsMap® 8 and its 
derivatives directly).  
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Table 1. Overview of the three published datasets re-analyzed. FOV = field of view, N = sample size. 

  Sheep Guinea pigs Lithics 

Dataset 

Reference Merceron, Ramdarshan, et al. (2016) 
Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, 
Cuyper, et al. (2019) 

Pedergnana, Calandra, Bob, 
et al. (2020) 

N 40 ewes (Ovis aries) 18 guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus) 8 flakes (flint and quartzite) 

Treatments 

Clover Dry grass Control 

Clover + dust Dry lucerne RubDirt 

Grass Dry bamboo  BrushNoDirt 

Grass + dust - BrushDirt 

Acquisition 
settings 

Measuring 
equipment 

Leica DCM8 Nanofocus μsurf Custom Zeiss LSM800 MAT 

Objective Leica 100×/0.90  Nikon long-distance 100×/0.80 Zeiss 50×/0.95 

Light source White LED (550 nm) Blue LED (470 nm) Violet laser (405 nm) 

Step size 0.20 µm 0.06 µm 0.25 µm 

FOV 333 × 251 µm 160 × 160 μm 255.56 × 255.56 μm 

Frame size 2584 × 1945 pixels 984 × 984 pixels 3000 × 3000 pixels 

Measured on Molds Molds Originals 

Pre-
processing 

Software Leica Map 7.0.6863 MountainsMap 7.4.8676 MountainsMap 8.2.9767 

Extracted FOV 200 × 200 µm 60 × 60 μm 50 × 50 μm 

Extracted frame 
size 

1550 × 1550 pixels 369 × 369 pixels 588 × 588 pixels 

Mirroring Z Z - 

Peak removal 
batch algorithm for IMAGEJ based 
on mathematical morphological 
tools 

- - 

Surfaces saved as SUR files NMS files SUR files 

N scans 40 70 32 

2.1.2. Guinea pig dataset 
This dataset has been collected and analyzed by Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, Cuyper, et al. (2019). It 

contains data on a feeding experiment on 18 guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus) fed three different diets for three 
weeks: dry grass, dry lucerne and dry bamboo (6 individuals per diet). The original dataset includes three 
extra fresh diets that were not included in the present analysis. 

The mesial enamel band on the right upper fourth premolars was molded. The molds were scanned 
using a μsurf Custom confocal disc-scanning microscope (NanoFocus AG; see Table 1 for details on 
acquisition settings). 

For each specimen, four non-overlapping scans were taken. For individuals 2CC5G1 and 2CC5G2 (dry 
grass group), only three scans could be acquired, as the enamel bands were too thin or showed damage. 
See Table 1 for details on pre-processing.  

2.1.3. Lithic dataset 
This dataset has been collected and analyzed by Pedergnana, Calandra, Bob, et al. (2020). It contains 

data on an actualistic brushing experiment on eight flakes. Flakes were knapped from two raw materials, 
flint or quartzite (four flakes each), and were subjected to four treatments: application of sediment and 
cleaning through rubbing with fingers (RubDirt), application of sediment and cleaning through brushing 
(BrushDirt), only brushing (BrushNoDirt), and control (no sediment and no brushing/rubbing), with one 
flake of each raw material per treatment.  

The samples were scanned at two spots before and after treatment using a coordinate system to 
relocate the spots (Calandra, Schunk, Rodriguez, et al., 2019), resulting in 32 scans. An LSM800 MAT laser-
scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH) was used for the scanning (see Table 1 for 
details on acquisition settings).  
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One spot of one sample ("Area 1" of sample FLT3-8) was not correctly acquired before the experiment 
but this was noticed only after the experiment had been performed; this area was therefore excluded from 
the subsequent analyses (see section 6.3.2 Exclude FLT3-8_Area1 ("before" wrongly acquired) in the R script 
"R_analysis/scripts/SSFA_1_Import" on Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). Note that this 
did not exclude the sample, as the second spot was included. In sum, 32 scans were processed (Table 1) 
but only 30 scans were included in the statistical analysis (see section 2.2.3). 

Unlike Pedergnana, Calandra, Bob, et al. (2020), we restricted the analysis to a smaller, manually chosen 
area of the surface (Table 1) to limit the number of non-measured points to be filled later (see section 
2.2.1). 

2.2. Methods 
The analysis presented below was performed with Carl Zeiss’ ConfoMap as a derivative of Digital Surf’s 

MountainsMap® software. Since the results are not specific to ConfoMap but are valid for any derivative 
of MountainsMap® featuring the SSFA module, we refer below to "MountainsMap" for simplicity and 
generality. Note however that the raw 3D surface data and the surface analysis 
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6645445), as well as the statistical analyses 
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855 and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219884), explicitly 
mention ConfoMap. 

2.2.1. Processing of 3D surfaces 
All surfaces have been processed in MountainsMap version 8.2.9767 through a template performing 

the following steps. Most settings were chosen following Arman et al. (2016)'s workflow. 
(1) Remove form with a polynomial of degree 2. The degree 2 was chosen following Schulz et al. (2013) 

and based on the visual inspection of some of the surfaces. Francisco et al. (2018) found that a degree 8 
gave the best results. However, here we follow Schulz et al. (2013)'s and Arman et al. (2016)'s workflows 
by applying a degree 2, and recommend more testing for future studies. 

(2) Level with a least-squares plane by subtraction. According to MountainsMap's reference guide, the 
least-squares plane "method is recommended for surfaces with random surface texture", which is the case 
here. Subtraction is recommended for surfaces with low slopes and ensures that the leveling keeps the XY 
spacing of the points (= digital lateral resolution) constant. 

(3) Remove outliers (maximum slope 80°, measurement noise removed). The maximum slope of 80° 
was chosen in relation to the numerical apertures of the objectives (see below). The setting for the strength 
of the method is not used when removing outliers based on the maximum slope. The option to remove 
measurement noise was selected because no other filter was applied for this purpose. 

(4) Threshold 0.1-99.9%. Most outliers are likely to be removed by the previous operator, but some 
points with extreme heights that are likely to be measurement artifacts might remain. 

(5) Fill-in non-measured points (smooth shape from neighbors). It seems that MountainsMap and 
Toothfrax handle non-measured points differently, so we chose to avoid this confounding factor. 

Because the surfaces for the Sheep dataset had already been cleaned of aberrant peaks before (see 
section 2.1.1), steps 3-4 were not applied on these surfaces. 

The result surfaces (studiables after step 5) were saved manually in the uncompressed SUR format (for 
version 7.2 or older). This is crucial as the new compressed format (default when exporting the resulting 
studiables through templates) is not interpreted correctly by Toothfrax: Asfc value are extremely inflated 
(> 1000).  

Note that in this analysis, as in some recent studies (e.g. Arman et al., 2016; Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, 
Kaiser, & Tütken, 2019; Ackermans et al., 2020; Pedergnana, Calandra, Evans, et al., 2020; Pedergnana, 
Calandra, Bob, et al., 2020; Winkler et al., 2021), the SSFA was run on scale-limited surfaces because form 
and measurement noise were filtered out prior to analysis. While this differs from the original applications 
of SSFA (Ungar et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2005, 2006), measurement noise can only blur the signal (Arman 
et al., 2016) and form is not related to the wear processes of interest here (Forbes, 2013; Evans et al., 2014; 
International Organization for Standardization, 2021). 

Removing points with a high slope (> 80°) and filling these non-measured points (NMP) with a smooth 
shape from neighbors can artificially reduce the degree of fractality of the surfaces. Based on the numerical 
apertures of the objective used to measure the surfaces (Table 1), slopes > 72° (for NA = 0.95) on flat 
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surfaces cannot be measured by the instruments; the maximum measurable slopes are even lower for 
smaller NAs (53° for NA = 0.80 and 64° for NA = 0.90). Even accounting for scattering on rough surfaces, 
slopes > 80° are very likely to result in aberrant points; keeping these aberrant points would artificially 
increase the fractality. 

Some surfaces had very high ratios of NMP (≥ 20%). While these surfaces were processed, they were 
excluded from the statistical analysis (see section 2.2.3). For surfaces with less than 20% NMP, it should be 
noted that the NMP are isolated rather than concentrated (see results on Zenodo). Additionally, we ran 
the statistical analyses on two sets of surfaces: surfaces with NMP ratio < 5% and surfaces with NMP ratio 
< 20% (see section 2.2.3). 

Altogether, we argue that this processing ensures data quality by removing aberrant points and does 
not substantially alter the degree of fractality of the surfaces. 

The results of the processing for each surface can be freely accessed in both MNT (containing the 
acquired surface, the workflow and the results) and PDF (exported from the MNT) formats on Zenodo 
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6645445). 

2.2.2. SSFA 
The SSFA was performed in two software packages: MountainsMap version 8.2.9767 with the SSFA 

module, and the original Toothfrax software. The latter followed the steps detailed in Scott et al. (2006), 
except for the maximum scale of the area-scale computation, which was reduced from 7200 to 1200 µm2. 
This setting was modified to avoid erroneous calculations of Asfc when Smfc is very high (> 1200 µm2; see 
also section 4.1 below). We did try with a maximum scale of 7200 µm2 but Smfc was never higher than 300 
µm2. This means that limiting the maximum scale to 1200 µm2 does not change the results in this case. 
Since the Tfv parameter is not available yet in MountainsMap, Sfrax was not used. 

The same settings were used in MountainsMap; all other settings were set to the default values. Since 
the SSFA module is relatively new, we provide a more detailed workflow here. First, a length-scale SSFA 
was conducted on rows; two parameters were calculated: epLsar and NewEpLsar, both calculated at 5° 
intervals and at the 1.8 µm scale of observation by default. Second, an area-scale SSFA was conducted on 
four corners; five parameters were calculated: R2, Asfc, Smfc, HAsfc9 (3×3 subregions) and HAsfc81 (9×9 
subregions). Note that due to the small size of the analyzed surfaces for the guinea pig and lithic datasets 
(Table 1), HAsfc81 was considered only for the sheep dataset and was excluded from the Bayesian analysis 
(see section 2.2.3). Other HAsfc parameters with splittings from 2×2 to 11×11 are also available but were 
not used. Both analyses were performed with the full data, i.e. the option "draft analysis" was deactivated. 

R2 is the coefficient of determination for the curve of relative area versus scale. It can be seen as a 
quality indicator (the higher the value, the better), but it is usually not used in dietary or functional 
interpretations.  

The results of the SSFA in MountainsMap for each surface can be freely accessed in both MNT and PDF 
formats on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6645445). 

2.2.3. Statistical analysis 
All raw data, derived data, plots, scripts and reports were incorporated into a research compendium 

following Marwick et al. (2018), which is freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/tracer-
monrepos/SSFAcomparisonPaper) and Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). 

 
Descriptive statistics 
The CSV output files from Toothfrax and MountainsMap were first imported, formatted and merged. 

Descriptive statistics were then calculated and boxplots were plotted; two surfaces from the lithic dataset 
(section 2.1.3), as well as all surfaces with ≥ 20% NMP (section 2.2.1), were excluded for these steps.  

All statistical analyses were performed in the open-source software R version 4.1.2 (R Core Team, 2021) 
through RStudio version 2021.9.1.372 (RStudio Team, 2021) for Microsoft Windows 10.  

The following packages were used: doBy version 4.6.11 (Højsgaard & Halekoh, 2021), ggh4x version 
0.2.1.9000 (van den Brand, 2021), ggplot2 version 3.3.5 (Wickham, 2016), openxlsx version 4.2.4 
(Schauberger & Walker, 2021), R.utils version 2.11.0 (Soler, 2022), rprojroot version 2.0.2 (Müller, 2020) 
and tidyverse version 1.3.1 (Wickham et al., 2019). The scripts were written as R markdown (*.Rmd) files 
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and rendered to HTML and GitHub (i.e. Markdown, *.md) documents using the packages knitr version 1.36 
(Xie, 2014, 2015, 2021) and rmarkdown version 2.11 (Xie et al., 2018, 2020; Allaire et al., 2021). 

The research compendium was created in R using the packages rrtools version 0.1.5 (Marwick, 2019) 
and usethis version 2.1.3 (Wickham et al., 2021). The R computing environment (packages and their 
versions) was incorporated into the research compendium using the package renv version 0.14 (Ushey, 
2021).  

 
Bayesian statistics 
Overview. In order to test the influence of the different software packages on the surface parameters 

Asfc, epLsar, HAsfc9, Smfc, R2 and NewEpLsar, a Bayesian multi-factor ANOVA was applied on each surface 
parameter. As mentioned in section 2.2.2, HAsfc81 is relevant only for the sheep dataset and was therefore 
excluded from the Bayesian analysis. This method uses models to relate the dependent variables 
(measurement outcomes, i.e. surface parameters) to the independent variables (factors, i.e. treatments, 
software, samples; see below) which are assumed to influence the former. It can ultimately be used to 
compute whether the effects of factors differ significantly. Similar Bayesian statistics have been 
successfully applied as multilevel and multivariate Bayesian models to explain surface parameter variation 
measuring micro-topography of bone surfaces (Martisius et al., 2018, 2020). 

Compared to the traditional null hypothesis testing procedure, there are several advantages to this 
approach (Kruschke, 2013). First, this method does not rely on assumptions other than the ones stated 
below and is therefore more transparent. In particular, the data do not have to be normally distributed. 
Second, a Bayesian approach allows leveraging prior knowledge and more importantly, the uncertainty of 
the results can also be estimated by using the full posterior distribution. Finally, the availability of steadily 
increasing computational power and appropriate software libraries means that the greater complexity of 
the computation should not present a serious drawback anymore relative to the gain in insight. 

Software, i.e. MountainsMap or Toothfrax, is considered here as the first factor, x1. Treatment (diet 
and cleaning procedures, e.g. clover, dry bamboo, BrushNoDirt) is the second factor x2, and sample is the 
third factor x3. 

Three models were built. Different factor combinations were defined for the respective models. The 
first model examined the differences due to software, considering the effects of treatment and sample, for 
each of the surface parameters except NewEpLsar. In other words, it looks at the differences due to 
software for each individual surface within each treatment. It allows us to test whether the two software 
packages produce statistically identical values. In this model, all three factors (x1, x2 and x3) were considered 
but not their interactions, as the sample factor (x3) already explains most of the data and our goal was to 
test whether the software packages differ conditionally on all treatments and samples. We refer to this 
model as the "Three-factor model". 

The second model was used to inspect the differences in treatment due to software. In this case, 
individual surfaces were not considered anymore. The goal was to compare the discrimination power 
between treatments of each software package, for each of the surface parameters except NewEpLsar. 
Thus, the factors software and treatment (x1 and x2, respectively) and their interaction were used. We call 
this model "Two-factor model". 

The last model was applied to test whether the NewEpLsar parameter (only calculated in 
MountainsMap) discriminates treatments in the same way as the standard epLsar (from both software 
packages) does. A model using only the treatment factor (x2) was used. This is the "NewEpLsar model". 

All models were run twice: a first time on surfaces with less than 5% NMP ("strong filter"), and a second 
time on surfaces with less than 20% NMP ("weak filter"; see section 2.2.1). 

 
Details. Before performing the Bayesian multi-factor ANOVA, the values of each surface parameter 

were transformed into standard scores (z-scores), i.e. the sample mean was subtracted and the result was 
divided by the sample standard deviation. There are two reasons for this. First, from a theoretical point of 
view, this enables the use of a single model for every parameter, which in turn improves comparability. 
Second, from a computational point of view, having all values involved in a narrow numerical range 
stabilizes the algorithm against numerical errors. Note that while the description of the model below is 
expressed in standard scores, the estimated model parameters were scaled back to the original numerical 
ranges for the plots, easing the comparison. 
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In all models, for every single measured surface parameter, the predicted value μ is related to the 
factors by a linearized model, which is given by 

(1) 𝜇 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2 + 𝛽3 𝑥3 + 𝑥1𝑀12 𝑥2 + 𝑥1𝑀13 𝑥3 + 𝑥2𝑀23 𝑥3 

where all possible terms up to the second order are included. The terms of the equation (1) can be 
understood as follows: β0 is a real number that indicates the overall order of magnitude of the measured 
values. β1 is a vector of length 2 that contains the effect strengths of choosing the respective software, 
while x1 is a vector that indicates the level of factor 1, i.e. x1 is [0, 1] when choosing the first level of factor 
(Toothfrax) and [1, 0] when choosing the second level (MountainsMap). The same applies to β2 and x2, but 
here with 11 different levels for each treatment (4 diets for the sheep dataset, 3 diets for the guinea pig 
data and 4 cleaning procedures for the lithic dataset), and to β3 and x3 with 140 levels (40 analyzed surfaces 
for the sheep dataset, 70 for the guinea pig data and 30 for the lithic dataset). M12, M13 and M23 are 
matrices that indicate the effect strength of the particular combination of two factors. Joint modeling of 
all three datasets in a single large model improves the estimates of quantities that occur in all datasets (e.g. 
the effect of the software factor), because there are more samples to calculate the posterior with. 
However, the effects of the treatments were analyzed within each dataset. 

The predicted value µ is related to the observed value y by 

(2) 𝑦 ~ 𝑡(𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜈)  

where t denotes a Student's t distribution with mean µ, standard deviation σ, and ν degrees of freedom. 
Priors were chosen so that they cover the whole range of the data. This way, the posterior is mostly 

influenced by data and not by prior. This was achieved in three steps: (1) by using hierarchical priors, i.e. 
prior distributions with hyperprior distributions for their parameters (see "sx" and "sdx.y" in the diagrams 
of the Bayesian models in Supplementary Information 1); (2) by choosing maximum entropy distributions 
that are by construction as vague as possible under the given constraints and (3) by suitable parameter 
choice. For parameter choice we used a version of the empirical Bayes method by using maximum standard 
deviations from the data as a basis for setting the prior widths. We combined it with educated guesses and 
found the final parameters iteratively by repeated visual inspection (see below) and adjustment 
afterwards.  

The posterior distribution is then accessed by sampling using a special variant of Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo, the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm (Hoffman & Gelman, 2014) in the implementation by 
Salvatier et al. (2016). When performing the sampling, the results have to be checked for consistency based 
on the trace plots and on the energy plots of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (see notebooks in the folder 
"Python_analysis/code/" on Zenodo). All models were also visually inspected by providing prior-predictive 
(see "prior_predictive" plots in the folder "Python_analysis/plots/" on Zenodo) and posterior-predictive 
(see "prior_posterior_predictive" plots in the folder "Python_analysis/plots/" on Zenodo) plots. These 
show the distribution of hypothetical data based on the prior and posterior respectively, thus being easy 
interpretable. The visual inspection helps in assessing whether the prior indeed covers the whole data 
range, how well the posterior fits the data, and how large the uncertainty in the parameter estimation is. 

By selecting the appropriate terms of the general model shown above and providing prior distributions 
for all remaining model parameters, the model gets adapted to the question at hand. Kruschke (2015, 
section 15.4.1)  provides further insight into model selection for typical analysis questions and was used as 
guidance. We built three different models: the Three-factor, the Two-factor and the NewEpLsar models 
(see above). A detailed, graphical description of the models is given in the Supplementary Information 1. 

In order to compare the levels of the factors, we computed contrasts, i.e. the probability distribution 
of the difference in posterior between any two levels of a factor. The contrasts are then plotted (see 
"contrast" and "treatment_pairs" plots in the folder "Python_analysis/plots/" on Zenodo): the x-axis shows 
the possible values for the difference and the curve gives the probability (technically: probability density) 
that each of these values is the "true" value. If 95% of the values are away from 0, i.e. if the 95% high 
probability density interval (HDI) does not include 0, then the two levels are significantly different. In the 
three-factor model, the contrast between the two levels of the software factor (β1 in equation (1)) was 
computed, excluding the effects of treatment and sample. In the two-factor model, the contrasts between 
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levels of treatments (β2 in equation (1)) belonging to the same datasets were computed, for each software 
individually, taking the interaction terms (M12 in equation (1)) into account as well. Lastly, for the 
NewEpLsar model, the contrasts between levels of treatments (β2 in equation (1)) belonging to the same 
datasets were computed. 

For the analysis in the Python programming language version 3.8.5 (Van Rossum & Drake, 2010), the 
following free and open-source software packages were used: ArviZ version 0.9.0 (Kumar et al., 2019), 
pandas version 1.1.2 (Reback et al., 2020), matplotlib version 3.3.1 (Hunter, 2007), NumPy version 1.19.2 
(Harris et al., 2020), seaborn version 0.11.0 (Waskom, 2021), and PyMC3 version 3.9.3 (Salvatier et al., 
2016). A Docker image of the analysis is available on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219884). 

3. Results 

The complete research compendium (including both R and Python analyses) is freely available on 
GitHub (https://github.com/tracer-monrepos/SSFAcomparisonPaper); for long-term accessibility, a 
release (version 3.1) has been uploaded to Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). 

The goal of the present study is not to formally compare the discrimination power among treatments 
between the Bayesian analysis presented here and the analyses presented in the original publications. 
Nevertheless, a qualitative comparison is presented in Supplementary Information 2. 

The three-factor model shows that, when accounting for variations due to treatments (diet for animals 
and cleaning procedures for lithics) and samples (individual 3D surfaces), Asfc, epLsar, HAsfc9 and R2 are 
significantly different when calculated with the two software packages (i.e. 95% HDIs do not include 0; Figs 
1-4).  

HAsfc81 was not statistically analyzed because it is only relevant for the sheep datasets, for which larger 
surfaces were analyzed (see sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). Nevertheless, it seems to follow the same trend as 
HAsfc9 (Fig. 1). 

Smfc could not be analyzed due to a few extremely high values. Graphically, it seems that in general 
MountainsMap produces values that are higher than Toothfrax. This pattern becomes apparent when 
some of these extreme values in the sheep and lithic datasets are excluded (see 
"R_analysis/plots/SSFA_plots-Smfc.pdf" on Zenodo). 

When analyzing all surfaces with less than 20% NMP, the results vary only slightly: Asfc, epLsar, HAsfc9 
and R2 are again significantly different when calculated with the two software packages (compare files of 
the "filter_strong" and "filter_weak" runs for the three-factor model in the folder "Python_analysis/" on 
Zenodo). HAsfc81 (sheep dataset) and Smfc follow the trends mentioned above. 

Yet, as shown by the two-factor model (i.e. when samples are not accounted for), these differences did 
not obscure most of the differences in treatment within each dataset (Fig. 5; see also treatment pair plots 
in the folder "Python_analysis/plots/statistical_model_two_factors_filter_strong/" on Zenodo). Nine of 
the 60 pairwise comparisons (15 contrasts for each of the four surface parameters) yielded different results 
between the two software packages, five of which on R2 (Table 2). Additionally, there is no pattern in these 
different contrasts. In other words, none of the software is better at discriminating the treatments than 
the other, whether considering any single surface parameter or dataset, or taking all parameters into 
account. In summary, even though the two software packages produce significantly different results at the 
level of individual surfaces, roughly the same significant differences in treatment were found 
independently of the software used.  

When analyzing all surfaces with less than 20% NMP, even less differences appear between the 
discriminations of the two software packages (compare files of the "filter_strong" and "filter_weak" runs 
for the two-factor model in the folder "Python_analysis/ " on Zenodo). This could result from the noise 
introduced by the lower quality data (NMP ≥ 5%) blurring the signal. 
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Fig. 1. Boxplots of the Scale-Sensitive Fractal Analysis (SSFA) parameters for the sheep dataset. The 
boxes represent the interquartile range (IQR), i.e., between the 25th and 75th percentile, with the median 

shown as a thick horizontal line. The bars extend up to 1.5 IQR on each side of the box. The points are 
spread horizontally within each group to avoid overlap for readability. NMP = non-measured points. See 

text for details on surface parameters and treatments. Sheep silhouette from PhyloPic (phylopic.org, 
Scott Hartman, Public Domain Dedication 1.0 license).  
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of the SSFA parameters for the guinea pig dataset. See Fig. 1 for details on boxplots 
and abbreviations. See text for details on surface parameters and treatments. Guinea pig silhouette from 

Wikimedia Commons (Flappiefh, CC BY 3.0 license).  
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Fig. 3. Boxplots of the SSFA parameters for the lithic dataset. Surfaces with more than 20% NMP were 
excluded (three surfaces per software package; see "R_analysis/summary_stats/ SSFA_summary-

stats.xlsx " on Zenodo). See Fig. 1 for details on boxplots and abbreviations. See text for details on surface 
parameters and treatments. Silhouette: courtesy from J. Marreiros.  
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Fig. 4. Contrast plots of MountainsMap vs. Toothfrax from the three-factor model for the Scale-
Sensitive Fractal Analysis (SSFA) parameters Asfc (a), epLsar (b), HAsfc9 (c) and R2 (d) on the surfaces with 
< 5% non-measured points (NMP). The y-axis shows the probability density and the x-axis represents the 
difference in parameter between the two software packages. The black horizontal bar in each plot covers 

the 95% high density interval (HDI), with the associated values for its boundaries (2.5 and 97.5%). The 
black vertical line marks the 0-effect strength; the values above it indicate the estimated probabilities of 

the contrast being smaller or greater than 0. See text for details on surface parameters. 

Even though the values for NewEpLsar (calculated in MountainsMap only) are much higher than the 
values for epLsar (from both software packages; Figs 1-3), they mostly discriminate the treatments in the 
same way as the epLsar values do (Fig. 6; see also treatment pair plots in the folder 
"Python_analysis/plots/statistical_model_neweplsar_filter_strong/" on Zenodo). There are six differences 
out of 15 contrasts, though (Table 3). Interestingly, in those six cases, NewEpLsar always gives results 
different from Toothfrax's epLsar, although it does not always agree with MountainsMap's epLsar (i.e. 
NewEpLsar sometimes discriminates differently from epLsar in general). 

When analyzing all surfaces with less than 20% NMP, one more difference appears between the 
discriminations NewEpLsar compared to epLsar (compare files of the "filter_strong" and "filter_weak" runs 
for the NewEpLsar model in the folder "Python_analysis/ " on Zenodo). This could result from the noise 
introduced by the lower quality data (NMP ≥ 5%) "faking" a signal. 
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Fig. 5. Contrast plots of treatment pairs for which both software packages disagree on the surfaces 
with < 5% NMP: Asfc (a), HAsfc9 (b) and epLsar (c-d). Stars mark significant differences for the given 

treatment pair and software. See Table 2 for 95% HDIs and results on R2, Fig. 4 for details on how to read 
the plots and for abbreviations, Figs 1&3 for details on silhouettes, and text for details on surface 

parameters and treatments. 

Table 2. Differences in significance for the two software packages. Only treatment pairs and 
parameters for which the software packages disagree are shown. For all comparisons, see frames [44], 

[69], [95] and [128] in the notebook "Statistical_Model_TwoFactor_filter_strong" (folder 
"Python_analysis/code/" on Zenodo). "True" indicates that the given treatment pair is significantly 

different for the given parameter and software, i.e. its 95% high probability density interval (HDI) does 
not include 0. See text for details on surface parameters and treatments. Signif. = significance.  

 Treatment MountainsMap Toothfrax 

Parameter i j Signif. 2.5% HDI 97.5% HDI Signif. 2.5% HDI 97.5% HDI 

Asfc RubDirt Control True -44.051 -2.428 False -37.081 0.973 

HAsfc9 Grass+dust Clover+dust True -0.3111 -0.0322 False -0.2534 0.0001 

epLsar Grass Clover False -0.00020 0.00289 True 0.00043 0.00376 

epLsar Grass Clover+dust False -0.00034 0.00288 True 0.00006 0.00339 

R² Dry grass Dry bamboo True 0.00154 0.00283 False -0.00034 0.00045 

R² Dry lucerne Dry bamboo True 0.00055 0.00186 False -0.00037 0.00018 

R² Dry lucerne Dry grass True -0.00154 -0.00044 False -0.00061 0.00020 

R² RubDirt BrushDirt True -0.00156 -0.00007 False -0.00112 0.00003 

R² Grass Clover+dust False -0.00070 0.00053 True -0.00083 -0.00014 
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Fig. 6. Contrasts of treatment pairs for which NewEpLsar disagrees with epLsar from at least one 
software package on the surfaces with < 5% NMP. See Table 3 for 95% HDIs, Fig. 4 for details on how to 
read the plots and for abbreviations, Figs 1&3 for details on silhouette, and text for details on surface 

parameters and treatments.  
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Table 3. Differences in significance for NewEpLsar against epLsar from the two software packages. 
Only treatment pairs and parameters for which NewEpLsar disagrees with epLsar from at least one 

software package are shown. For all comparisons, see frame [55] in the notebook 
"Statistical_Model_NewEplsar_filter_strong" (folder "Python_analysis/code/" on Zenodo). See Table 2 for 

details on how to read the table and for abbreviations, and text for details on surface parameters and 
treatments. 

Treatment MountainsMap NewEpLsar MountainsMap epLsar Toothfrax epLsar 

i j Signif. 2.5% HDI 97.5% HDI Signif. 2.5% HDI 97.5% HDI Signif. 2.5% HDI 97.5% HDI 

Control BrushDirt True 0.00036 0.00185 False -0.00056 0.00130 False -0.00059 0.00139 

RubDirt Control True -0.00178 -0.00025 False -0.00070 0.00133 False -0.00144 0.00047 

Grass Clover False -0.00075 0.00059 False -0.00011 0.00154 True 0.00023 0.00201 

Grass Clover+dust False -0.00030 0.00099 False -0.00018 0.00154 True 0.00003 0.00181 

Grass+dust Clover False -0.00112 0.00015 True 0.00013 0.00175 True 0.00031 0.00194 

Grass+dust Clover+dust False -0.00067 0.00052 True 0.00001 0.00167 True 0.00012 0.00172 

4. Discussion 

We compared Toothfrax and MountainsMap’s SSFA module by analyzing the same surfaces with both 
software packages using the same settings; Bayesian multi-factor ANOVAs were then used to assess the 
significance of the divergences. The surfaces are derived from three datasets of experimental samples 
(guinea pig and sheep teeth, and flint and quartzite flakes) and the values range over several orders of 
magnitude (epLsar from 0.00017 to 0.00917, Asfc from 0.79 to 68.22 and HAsfc9 from 0.07 to 10.32; Figs 
1-3; see also table "/R_analysis/summary_stats/SSFA_summary_stats.xlsx" on Zenodo 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). We therefore assume that it is very likely that the findings will 
apply to other types of surfaces as well. 

4.1. Comparing Toothfrax and MountainsMap outputs 
The results of the three-factor model show that the two software packages do produce divergent 

results. The effect on Asfc is very large (Fig. 4a), but the effects on the other parameters are small (Fig. 4b-
d). Nevertheless, Asfc, epLsar and HAsfc9 are all significantly higher when calculated with MountainsMap 
(Figs 1-3). Different calculations of HAsfc and epLsar in the two software packages could explain the 
differences on these parameters.  

HAsfc is normally defined as median absolute deviation (MAD) divided by the median of values (Scott 
et al., 2006): 

(3) 𝐻𝐴𝑠𝑓𝑐𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑀𝐴𝐷

�̃�
=

𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(|𝑥𝑖−�̃�|)

�̃�
 

with xi being the individual Asfc values for each subregion, and �̃� being the median of the Asfc values 
of all subregions. However, in Toothfrax, HAsfc is calculated using the mean instead of the median: 

(4) 𝐻𝐴𝑠𝑓𝑐𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑥 =
1

�̃�

1

𝑁−1
∑ |𝑥𝑖 − �̃�| =

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(|𝑥𝑖−�̃�|)

�̃�
 

HAsfc has been implemented in Mountains Map in the same way as in Toothfrax (eq. (4)), but the true 
MAD calculation (eq. (3)) is also implemented in MountainsMap under the name MadHAsfc.  

The spacing of the extracted profiles is different between the implementations of epLsar in Toothfrax 
and MountainsMap. While it should be fixed at 1.8 µm by default, it seems that profiles extracted at 
different angles can have different spacing in Toothfrax; the spacing is constant in MountainsMap.  

R2 is consistently higher when using Toothfrax, although the mean difference in posterior is very small 
yet significant (-0.0014; see Figs. 1-3 and 4d). Since this parameter describes the quality of the correlation 
in the area-scale analysis, it would imply that the change of relative area across scales is more regular in 
Toothfrax. It could mean that the results of the area-scale analysis (Asfc and HAsfc parameters) are more 
robust when using Toothfrax. The difference could also be a result of the higher number of points per 
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surface used in MountainsMap’s SSFA module, especially at the smallest scales. Toothfrax’s point spread 
settings can be used in MountainsMap’s SSFA too, but this is not the default (the default settings were 
used here).  Another potential source of difference is that Toothfrax calculates by default a regression of 
order 2, while MountainsMap uses a regression of order 1. 

Although not tested in the Bayesian models due to some very extreme values, it seems that Smfc is 
higher when computed with MountainsMap than with Toothfrax (Figs 1-3; see also "SSFA_plots-Smfc.pdf" 
in the folder "/R_analysis/plots/" on Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). Unlike Toothfrax, 
MountainsMap has rules to avoid calculating Smfc over an inappropriate range of scales (i.e. smallest or 
largest scales). This could explain the different results. We conclude that the complexity (Asfc) and 
heterogeneity (HAsfc) parameters are calculated at different scales with the two software packages using 
the default settings. We propose that this difference in Smfc could actually be the source of the differences 
in Asfc and HAsfc (together with differences in the pavement algorithms, see below). It is therefore possible 
that the differences in complexity and heterogeneity would disappear if they were calculated at the same 
scale in both software packages, i.e. if both software packages would calculate Smfc the same way. In 
MountainsMap, it is possible to manually adjust the range of scales over which the regression is calculated; 
it could therefore be tested whether the two software packages produce the same Asfc and HAsfc values 
when Smfc values are identical. 

Another potential source of the differences between the two software packages concerns the 
pavement algorithm in the area-scale method (used for all parameters but epLsar and NewEpLsar). In this 
method, triangles of a given area are used to cover (i.e. pave) the topography. A general description of this 
pavement is given in different standards (ASME B46.1 and ISO 25178-2); however, this description is 
conceptual and leaves some freedom for the implementation. Depending on the choices of the developers, 
the results of the area-scale analysis may be slightly different. In MountainsMap and Toothfrax, the 
pavement starts in one corner and paves the surface in successive bands by placing a south-west-oriented 
triangle and then a north-east-oriented triangle, these triangles sharing one side. At the end of each band, 
there is a zone that cannot be covered by triangles because there is not enough space left. Depending on 
which corner the pavement starts, the non-paved zone is different. This is why we applied the four-corner 
method to average the contributions of the four starting points. Furthermore, triangles are placed step by 
step: a new triangle is added based on the two shared vertices of the preceding triangle and on a third new 
vertex. At small scales, triangles become more and more distorted, resulting in very elongated triangles at 
the end of the band. Toothfrax and MountainsMap use different algorithms to deal with these elongated 
triangles, and they use differing precisions (rounding, floating point…) and error thresholds, resulting in 
small deviations that propagate. 

4.2. Similarities and differences within each dataset 
When surfaces are not considered individually anymore but instead grouped within treatments (diets 

for animals, e.g. clover or dry bamboo, and cleaning procedures for lithics, e.g. BrushNoDirt) in the two-
factor model, the values calculated by both software packages usually discriminate the same treatments 
within each dataset. There are exceptions to this (Fig. 5, Table 2). Nevertheless, these differences concern 
only nine out of 60 contrasts (15 treatments pairs for four parameters), that is, 15%; when excluding R2 
(not used in functional interpretations), only four out of 60 contrasts (6.67%) are different. It could be that 
epLsar is more discrimant when calculated with Toothfrax, and Asfc and HAsfc with MountainsMap (Table 
2), but this is very speculative with only the four differences.  

The effect detected on Asfc in the three-factor model is very large (mean difference in posterior = 2.3, 
Fig. 4a), yet both software packages discriminate the treatments in the exact same way for all but one 
contrast (Fig. 5a and Table 2). The effects on epLsar and HAsfc9 are much smaller (mean difference in 
posterior = 0.00012 and 0.029 respectively; Fig. 4b-c), but they still do influence some of the treatment 
discriminations (Fig. 5b-d). This means that these differences are large enough to influence the functional 
interpretations of the results in some cases. 

4.3. Comparing epLsar and NewEpLsar 
The new epLsar parameter (NewEpLsar) offered in MountainsMap’s SSFA module is calculated 

differently from the original epLsar parameter. Both parameters are calculated through a length-scale 
analysis, done on all extracted profiles of rotated versions of the surface, by default every 5° at the 1.8 μm-
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scale (i.e. the spacing of the points along these profiles) (Scott et al., 2006). The relative-length relL is the 

length of the profile at a given scale divided by the projected length (Brown, 2013). At each angle , relL() 

is calculated with  = i, with  = 5° by default and i being the index of the rotated version of the surface. 

Then a polar mean vector is calculated with its norm equal to relL(i) and its angle . From this, cartesian 
coordinates are calculated for each angle:  

(5) 𝑟𝑥(𝑖) = 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿(𝑖) cos(𝑖∆𝛼)  
(6) 𝑟𝑦(𝑖) = 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿(𝑖) sin(𝑖∆𝛼) 

The sum of all vectors is calculated as: 

(7) 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿 =  ∑ 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑖
𝑁−1
𝑖=0  

with N being the number of angles (N =  /). 
 
Then the mean cartesian coordinates are calculated as the normalized means: 

(8) 𝑟�̅� =  
1

𝑁

1

𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿
∑ 𝑟𝑥(𝑖)𝑁−1

𝑖=0  

(9) 𝑟�̅� =  
1

𝑁

1

𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐿
∑ 𝑟𝑦(𝑖)𝑁−1

𝑖=0  

Finally: 

(10) 𝑒𝑝𝐿𝑠𝑎𝑟 =  √𝑟�̅�
2 + 𝑟�̅�

2 

In Toothfrax, the calculation apparently uses cos(2i) instead of cos(i) (see equation (5)). The 
parameter epLsar is calculated the same way in MountainsMap to make it comparable to the Toothfrax 

implementation, but the parameter NewEplsar uses the correct angle i. 
This difference in calculation likely explains why NewEpLsar is approximately one order of magnitude 

higher than the values of the epLsar parameters from both software packages (Figs 1-3). Therefore, 
NewEpLsar data are not comparable to published epLsar data. Nevertheless, in most cases, it discriminates 
the treatments as epLsar does (Fig. 6 and Table 3; compare also the plots 
"Python_analysis/plots/statistical_model_two_factors_filter_strong/treatment_pairs_epLsar.pdf" and 
"Python_analysis/plots/statistical_model_neweplsar_filter_strong/treatment_pairs_NewEplsar.pdf" on 
Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). It should be noted that the two treatments pairs of the 
lithic dataset (BrushDirt and RubDirt vs. Control) are well discriminated by NewEpLsar, but the diets of the 
sheep datasets that could be differentiated using epLsar (grass vs. clover/clover+dust and grass+dust vs. 
clover/clover+dust) cannot be separated with NewEpLsar (Table 3). It therefore seems that, due to its new 
algorithm, this new parameter can be either more or less powerful to discriminate the treatments as 
compared to the original epLsar parameter, depending on the surfaces. 

4.4. Implications 
These results imply that the analyses from both software packages are in general equally powerful to 

discriminate treatments. Although the results from both software packages look similar (Figs 1-3), our 
analysis demonstrates that the values from the two software packages cannot be directly compared. 
Neither of the software packages seems to allow more discrimination among the treatments within any 
dataset than the other (Tables 2-3): in some cases, Toothfrax better discriminates the treatments, while in 
others, MountainsMap is better on this aspect. Without calibration against a profile or surface with known 
(nominal) values for the parameters (“Ground truth” approach, e.g. Todhunter et al., 2017, 2019, 2020), it 
is not possible to determine which software package is closer to the "true" values. Unfortunately, such a 
calibration is currently impossible for these parameters. 

Most of these differences are likely due to the corrections and/or further developments of the 
algorithms in MountainsMap. Such adjustments were and are necessary, but they also introduced 
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differences between the two software packages. Some settings can be adjusted in MountainsMap to make 
the results closer (but probably still not identical) to those from Toothfrax, although that does not make 
these results "better". There is therefore a compromise between accuracy/performance of the calculation 
and fidelity to Toothfrax. 

While the output produced by the new MountainsMap’s SSFA module can be qualitatively compared 
to the output produced by Toothfrax, our results imply that the outputs cannot be directly combined into 
a single quantitative analysis. This could prove problematic for the future of dental microwear texture 
analysis (DMTA) if studies using MountainsMap’s SSFA module cannot use the extensive published data 
analyzed with Toothfrax. We therefore recommend re-analyzing raw surface data with MountainsMap (or 
any of its derivatives) before comparing with published Toothfrax data (see also discussion by Arman et al., 
2016). Even though it is potentially computer-time-intensive, it requires little effort from analysts and 
seems to be currently the best option. Future updates of MountainsMap’s SSFA module might tackle (some 
of) the discrepancies in the computation of the parameters. Nevertheless, the source of some of these 
discrepancies is due to corrections and developments in the algorithms and, as such, will unlikely be 
reverted to the original versions. Additionally, a new body of literature using the current MountainsMap’s 
SSFA module is already being produced (see references in the introduction), and re-analysis of data will still 
be inevitable. It is therefore of utmost importance that original raw surfaces will be accessible for 
comparative studies and re-analysis in the future (see also Arman et al., 2016). 

Even though MountainsMap can replace Toothfrax (with the caveats mentioned above), the parameter 
Tfv is still not available in MountainsMap. So, for the time being, the original Sfrax software cannot be 
replaced to compute Tfv. Once MountainsMap's SSFA module incorporates Tfv, a comparison like the one 
presented here will be necessary to check the similarities between the original Sfrax and the future 
MountainsMap calculations, and potentially, the re-analysis of published data will be also required for this 
parameter. 

5. Conclusions 

The results of our Bayesian modeling showed that Toothfrax and MountainsMap’s SSFA module 
produce significantly different values for all SSFA parameters investigated (epLsar, Asfc, HAsfc9 and R2); 
Smfc also seems to be different but it could not be statistically tested. This is to be expected from the 
differences in computation between the two software packages. Even though the discrimination power 
among the treatments (different diets for experimental animals and different cleaning procedures for 
lithics) are similar between the two software packages, the present results have important implications. 
Indeed, the majority of published data about dental microwear texture analysis (DMTA) has been produced 
by Toothfrax. If the data produced by MountainsMap are not directly comparable, analysts using 
MountainsMap (or any of its derivatives) cannot simply combine the data from both software packages, 
but instead need to re-analyze the existing raw surface data with MountainsMap if they intend to include 
published Toothfrax data into their analyses. This requires some (computer-)time investment. This issue 
comes on top of an existing lack of standardization in acquisition and processing (e.g. Arman et al., 2016; 
Calandra, Schunk, Bob, et al., 2019). More problematic though is the fact that very few of the published 
studies have made the raw surfaces available to the research community. Therefore, we urge all analysts 
to share their raw surfaces with every published article, either as uncompressed SUR files, or even better 
for reproducibility as MNT files including the processing steps, as we did here (on Zenodo 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6645445). Ideally, in the future, researchers will even upload the raw 
surface data directly with each publication. For already published raw data, as well as for future raw data, 
it might be helpful to first create a central repository to host all these surfaces, their associated data, 
metadata and paradata, considering a spectrum of open source public copyright licenses in industry and 
academia (e.g. Creative Commons). 
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Supplementary Information 1 

Diagrams of the Bayesian models used 

Diagrams of the Bayesian models used (three-factor model, two-factor model and NewEpLsar model), 
similar to Kruschke’s (2015) diagrams.  

 = Gamma distribution, Gumbel = Gumbel distribution, HN = half-normal distribution, N = normal 
distribution, sdx.y = standard deviations when varying on factor only and sx = maxima of the sdx.y, t = 
Student’s t distribution. The symbol "~" should be read as "is distributed as". Grey boxes enclose random 
variables, while white boxes are for fixed variables.  
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Supplementary Information 2 

Comparison of the results from the present Bayesian analysis with those from the 
analyses in the original publications 

The goal of the present study is not to formally compare the discrimination power among treatments 
between the Bayesian analysis presented here and the analyses presented in the original publications. It is 
nevertheless interesting to have a look at how both compare.  

Sheep dataset 
Merceron, Ramdarshan, et al. (2016) used two-way factorial ANOVAs (with diet and dust load as 

factors) coupled with post hoc tests and jackknife resampling procedures. They found that “only diet is 
significant” and that “the ewes fed on clover fodders have higher complexity (Asfc) and heterogeneity 
(HAsfc [81]) and lower anisotropy (epLsar) than the ewes fed on grass fodders” (p. 3). We have found 
significant differences between grass+dust and clover+dust for HAsfc9 (MountainsMap only), Asfc and 
epLsar (both software packages). Additionally, grass and clover / clover+dust (Toothfrax only), and 
grass+dust and clover (both software packages) differ significantly on epLsar (see treatment pair plots in 
the folder “Python_analysis/plots/statistical_model_two_factors_filter_strong” and the notebook 
“Statistical_Model_TwoFactor_filter_strong” in the folder “Python_analysis/code/” on Zenodo 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). In summary, almost all differences we found are between grass 
/ grass+dust and clover / clover+dust. While not all pairwise comparisons were significant, we found that 
overall ewes fed on clover fodders have higher Asfc and HAsfc9 and lower epLsar than ewes fed on grass 
fodders (Fig. 1), just like Merceron, Ramdarshan, et al. (2016) did.  

The differences between Merceron, Ramdarshan, et al. (2016) analysis and ours is that they used a 
two-factor ANOVA whereas we used a one-factor (Bayesian) ANOVA: the two grass and the two clover 
treatments are pooled together when testing for diet in the two-way ANOVA, but they are treated 
individually in the one-way ANOVA. The groups are ranked in this order: grass+dust > grass > clover+dust 
> clover for epLsar, and in the reverse order for Asfc and HAsfc81 (Fig. 1). Thus, when pooling grass+dust 
with clover+dust and grass with clover for testing dust load in the two-way ANOVA, the values in each 
group are averaged. Differences are therefore expected to be weaker and can disappear, as it seems to 
happen here. Additionally, it seems that the values of the most extreme treatment (grass+dust) are large 
enough to pull the average of grass+dust and grass far enough from the other group (clover+dust and 
clover) in the test for diet in the two-way ANOVA. This could explain why, most of the time, only the most 
extreme treatment (grass+dust) is significantly different to the others in our one-way analysis. 

Guinea pig dataset 
Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, Cuyper, et al. (2019) did not apply SSFA but rather 3D surface texture 

analysis. However, SSFA’s epLsar is roughly the inverse of the ISO 25178 Str and of the texture isotropy IsT 
parameters, and SSFA’s Asfc is similar to the ISO 25178 Sdr parameter. Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, 
Cuyper, et al. (2019) applied a robust heteroscedastic Welch–Yuen omnibus test coupled with robust 
heteroscedastic pairwise tests. They found that guinea pigs fed dry lucerne have texture with significantly 
lower complexity (Sdr) than those fed dry bamboo. While we observe the same trend on Asfc (Fig. 2), the 
difference was not significant in our analysis (see treatment pair plots in the folder 
“Python_analysis/plots/statistical_model_two_factors_filter_strong” and the notebook 
“Statistical_Model_TwoFactor_filter_strong” in the folder “Python_analysis/code/” on Zenodo 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). We found that guinea pigs fed dry bamboo have significantly 
higher anisotropy (epLsar) values than those fed dry lucerne and dry grass. There is a trend of decreasing 
epLsar from dry bamboo to dry lucerne and to dry grass, but the latter two groups are not significantly 
different from each other. Winkler, Schulz-Kornas, Kaiser, Cuyper, et al. (2019) found the expected reverse 
pattern using the isotropy parameter IsT. With Str, they however found only significant differences 
between the dry lucerne and the dry bamboo groups; it seems that this parameter is less sensitive for these 
surfaces than epLsar or IsT. 
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Lithic dataset 
Pedergnana, Calandra, Bob, et al. (2020) also applied a Bayesian multi-factor ANOVA, but using 

treatment and type of raw material (flint or quartzite) as factors. The model used was in general very 
similar, although different priors were used. There is a major difference, though: Pedergnana, Calandra, 
Bob, et al. (2020) ran the model on the difference in parameters between the surfaces before and after 
cleaning (delta values), while we ignored this factor. Additionally, the only contrasts they considered were 
those of the cleaning procedures (RubDirt, BrushNoDirt and BrushDirt) versus controls. They found that 
BrushNoDirt and BrushDirt are significantly different from controls for epLsar, and that BrushNoDirt 
significantly differs from controls for HAsfc9. In the present analysis, we have found significant differences 
only for Asfc between RubDirt and BrushDirt and between RubDirt and BrushNoDirt (both software 
packages), as well as between RubDirt and Control (MountainsMap only) (see Fig. 3 and treatment pair 
plots in the folder “Python_analysis/plots/statistical_model_two_factors_filter_strong” and the notebook 
“Statistical_Model_TwoFactor_filter_strong” in the folder “Python_analysis/code/” on Zenodo 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7219855). These discrepancies are likely due to the different factors used 
in the models, to the use of delta values in the original study, as well as to the use of smaller surfaces with 
less NMPs in the present study (see section 2.1.3). 
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